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Magnetoencephalography (MEG) determined temporal modulation of

visual and auditory sensory processing in the context of classical

conditioning to faces
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Using magnetoencephalography (MEG), we determined the time

course of sensory-evoked modulations during differential aversive

conditioning to faces, with an aversive noise event (UCS). Conditioning

was associated with the development of a differential event-related

waveform peaking at approximately 150 ms. Source analysis indicated

the localization of this modulation to ventral occipital regions. In the

auditory domain, a modulation of auditory-evoked responses to a

probe sound was evident in a late component emerging at approxi-

mately 180 ms over sensors in fronto-temporal regions. The findings

indicate the time course in processing sensory stimuli can be altered on

the basis of their acquired value.
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Introduction

Humans have exceptional abilities to recognize not only the

identity of a face but also its more subtle aspects including

emotional expression as well as the intentionality implicit in an

expression. The former ability depends upon neural processes that

involve occipito-temporal cortices, evidenced in the fact that

damage to these regions results in prosopagnosia, a deficit in

familiar face recognition (Meadows, 1974; Damasio et al., 1982).

In normal healthy subjects, face-related activations in these regions

are seen with functional neuroimaging that show a strong

affiliation with activity in fusiform gyrus and in the lateral occipital

complex (LOC) (Sergent et al., 1994; Dolan et al., 1996; Haxby et

al., 1996; Kanwisher et al., 1997; Haxby et al., 2000). By contrast,

an ability to make appropriate emotional judgments in response to
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faces depends upon other brain regions including the amygdala and

superior temporal sulcus (STS) (Dolan, 2002; Winston et al.,

2003).

The temporal dynamics in neuronal response to face stimuli

have been widely studied using electrophysiological techniques

including electroencephalography (EEG), magnetoencephalogra-

phy (MEG), and direct intracranial recordings. These approaches

highlight face-related neurophysiological responses that occur at

approximately 200 ms post-stimulus presentation. Thus, face-

specific electrophysiological responses have been recorded using

scalp electrodes (Jeffreys, 1989; Bentin et al., 1996) and MEG (Lu

et al., 1991; Sams et al., 1997; Watanabe et al., 2001). Direct

recording from patients undergoing evaluation for surgery indi-

cates that face responsive profiles with a similar time course can be

recorded from fusiform gyrus, as well as middle occipital and

temporal gyri (Allison et al., 1999, McCarthy et al., 1999). A

functional specificity in terms of face detection and face

identification has recently been proposed to account for regionally

distinct visual-evoked occipito-temporal face responses (Liu et al.,

2002).

Although characteristic electrophysiological face responses are

seen at about 170–200 ms post-stimulus presentation, discrimina-

tory responses to emotional faces are reported to occur as early as

100 to 120 ms post-stimulus (Halgren et al., 2000; Eimer and

Holmes, 2002). The importance of stimulus value in influencing

face processing is reinforced by a finding that intermodal binding

for presentation of anger in voice and face elicits a EEG potential

as early as 100 ms (Pourtois et al., 2000). Short-latency responses

to aversive stimulus presentation are also seen in ventral prefrontal

cortex using direct intracerebral recordings as early as 100 ms post-

stimulus presentation (Kawasaki et al., 2001). Thus, electrophys-

iological evidence indicates that faces with emotional value engage

distinct processes, relative to non-emotional faces, at early time

points following stimulus presentation.

In real life situations emotional responses to sensory stimuli,

including faces, are often acquired through experience. One means

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2006.04.206
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to study emotional learning involves the use of classical

conditioning paradigms. In classical conditioning, a previously

neutral stimulus (CS+) acquires behavioral relevance by virtue of

its ability to predict the future occurrence of an aversive event

(UCS). An extensive animal and human literature indicates that

this from of learning depends upon the amygdala (LeDoux, 1993;

LaBar et al., 1998; Buchel and Dolan, 2000). In functional

neuroimaging experiments of classical conditioning, as in studies

of emotional face processing, it is widely reported that, in addition

to amygdala activation, there are also CS+ specific activations in

sensory processing regions, which in the case of face stimuli

includes enhanced fusiform and extrastriate cortical responses

(Buchel and Dolan, 2000; Dolan, 2002).

In this study, we used the high temporal resolution offered by

MEG to characterize the temporal dynamics within sensory

cortices associated with acquisition of discriminatory responses

to faces during classical conditioning. In this regard, MEG

recordings have intrinsic advantages over EEG because for

physical reasons the MEG has an improved spatial resolution

(see for instance Chuang et al., 1995; Leahy et al., 1998). We used

faces as CS stimuli and an acoustic burst of white noise as the UCS

to address two distinct questions related to the sensory con-

sequences of acquired emotional responses. Firstly, we wished to

determine whether the temporal profile of face elicited electro-

physiological responses show modulation as a function of a face

acquiring predictive emotional value (i.e., differential CS+ versus

CS� effects). Secondly, we wished to determine whether

acquisition of discriminatory emotional responses were associated

with modulation of sensory-evoked responses associated with

expectation of UCS receipt.
Materials and methods

Subjects

Thirteen healthy right-handed female volunteers (age range

20–28 years, mean 24.5 years, recruited by advertisement) with no

past history of neurological or psychiatric disorders that might

affect brain function participated in this MEG study. Two of them

repeated the experiment because they had not appropriately

responded to the stimuli due to a misunderstanding of the task.

Another three subjects were excluded from the analysis because of

movements during recording (as checked by an infrared video

monitoring system). Consequently, ten subjects were included in

the final MEG analysis. Eleven subjects were included in a

separate behavioral study in order to demonstrate that the paradigm

was sufficiently robust to ensure effective conditioning. Written

informed consent was obtained before the experiment which was

approved by a local ethics board.

Stimuli and experimental design

As visual stimuli, we selected two equally angry male faces

(gray scale and in frontal view) from the Ekman series (Ekman and

Friesen, 1982). Both faces were presented in a randomized order,

with a stimulus duration of 800 ms and an inter stimulus interval

(ISI) of 1700 ms. Alternating across subjects, one of the angry

faces (CS) was conditioned with an aversive burst (average

intensity 100 dB, binaural) of white noise (UCS) and consequently

became the CS+. The UCS onset was 600 ms after the CS onset
with the CS and UCS co-terminating at 800 ms. The second face

was not associated with the UCS and consequently became CS�
(CS� control condition). We employed a 50% partial reinforce-

ment strategy in which one half of the CS+ presentations were

paired with the UCS (CS+paired condition), whereas the other half

were not (CS+unpaired condition). In order to assess how auditory-

evoked responses were modulated by the CS+unpaired compared to

CS�, a single probe (auditory click, average intensity 80 dB) was

delivered in all trials at 600 ms after face onset. This corresponded

to the expected delivery time of the noise UCS (see Fig. 1).

Before the start of the MEG recording, the UCS intensity was

adjusted to each subject’s aversive threshold (estimated by self

report). To control for attentional factors, subjects were required to

make push button responses to each visual stimulus throughout the

experiment. This allowed us to use reaction times (RT) as a

behavioral measure of fear conditioning (Critchley et al., 2002;

Thiel et al., 2002). We hypothesized that expectation of an aversive

UCS, associated with the CS+, would influence the subject’s

behavioral responses, resulting in shorter reaction times (our

behavioral index of conditioning). We relied upon measurements

of RTs rather than on skin conductance responses (SCRs) because

the lengthy time constant of SCRs would not be compatible with

the rapid sequence of stimuli applied in this study.

In total, we presented 800 stimuli over a period of 36 min. 200

stimuli were CS+ paired with noise (CS+paired condition), another

200 stimuli were CS+ not paired (CS+unpaired condition), and 400

stimuli were CS� (CS� control condition), resulting in a balanced

randomized presentation of the CS+ and CS� face stimuli. The

computer-generated auditory stimuli were delivered through MEG

compatible plastic tubes, sealed by ear inserts, delivered to both

ears. The visual stimuli, consisting of angry faces, were presented

via computer-controlled back projection at a viewing distance of

120 cm and a visual angle of 9- (horizontal) � 12- (vertical).

Throughout the experiment, a fixation point was present in the

center of the screen (black background) in order to support subjects

in minimizing eye blinks and eye movements. Subjects were

familiarized with all stimuli during a 2-min preconditioning session.

Recording and analysis

Magnetoencephalography (MEG) signals were recorded using a

148-channel Magnes 2500 WH whole-head MEG device equipped

with magnetometer sensors (4DNeuroimaging Inc., San Diego). In

addition, electrooculogram (EOG) signals were acquired using a

Synamps amplifier (Neuroscan Inc., Herndon, VA) connected to an

electrode behind the right lateral orbital angle (horizontal EOG)

and an electrode below the right orbital limb (vertical EOG), both

referenced to the left mastoid. The signals were filtered with a band

pass of DC to 50 Hz and digitized with a sampling rate of 254 Hz.

Before further processing, the MEG signals were submitted to on-

line and off-line noise reduction (Robinson, 1989). Prior to

recording, individual skull/scalp landmarks were spatially co-

registered (left and right preauricular points, Cz, nasion, inion)

using a Polhemus 3Space Fastrak system. The landmark locations

in relation to sensor positions were derived on the basis of precise

localization signals provided by 5 spatially distributed head coils

with a fixed spatial relation to the landmarks. These landmarks

were matched with the individual subjects’ anatomical magnetic

resonance (MR) scans. The T1-weighted MR images were scanned

with a neuro-optimized GE Signa LX 1.5 T system (General

Electric, Milwaukee, USA) using a quadrature head coil and a 3D-



Fig. 1. Illustration of the experimental paradigm: a male angry face is presented persisting for 800 ms. (a) One of the two face identities was conditioned with

an aversive sound (white noise, 100 dB, 200-ms duration) starting after 600 ms with a 50% probability and referred to as condition FCS+paired_. (b)
Alternatively, a single brief auditory click followed after presentation of this face; condition FCS+unpaired_. (c) A second face not previously paired with an

aversive noise is shown, and an auditory click (as in b) is presented after 600 ms. The sequence of the three trial types was randomized and balanced over the

experiment. The association of the two faces with the conditioning (the aversive noise) was balanced over the subjects.
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SPRG echo sequence, TR/TE/flip angle = 24 ms/8 ms/24-, spatial
resolution 1mm � 1mm � 1.5 mm, in-plane resolution: 256 �
256, 124 slices, no gap).

To compute the grand average activity, the MR-related

coordinate system for each subject was readjusted to the coordinate

system of one subject whose anatomical MR scan was used for the
Fig. 2. (a) Distribution of grand average MEG waveforms over the head as observ

in this figure. Blue: CS� condition. Red: CS+unpaired condition (i.e., only those swe

the grand average amplitude differences (CS+unpaired � CS�) at 152 ms after on
grand average source analysis. By means of anatomical landmarks

mentioned before the MRI scan was, in turn, spatially normalized

into the standardized reference (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988), for

the purpose of reporting MEG source localization coordinates.

Separate event-related fields (ERFs) were derived from the

MEG epochs by selectively averaging over artefact-free epochs
ed after the onset of face presentation. Only every second sensor is included

eps where no aversive stimulus followed). (b) Topographical distribution of

set of face presentation.



Fig. 3. Topographical distribution of the amplitude differences (CS+unpaired � CS�) at 152 ms after onset of face presentation for three representative single subjects. See Fig. 1 for the location of the sensors.
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Fig. 4. Distributed source model for the grand average difference amplitude distribution shown in Fig. 1.
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(artefact threshold 3 pT peak-to-peak for the MEG) for each

condition (i.e., CS�, CS+paired and CS+unpaired) and for the face

stimulus and the auditory stimulus. Epochs containing eye

movement or blink artifacts were excluded based on an absolute

amplitude artifact criterion (100 AV) applied to both the horizontal

and vertical EOG. The subsequent analysis was restricted to ERFs

following the CS� and CS+unpaired stimuli because, after the

aversive stimulus (CS+paired condition), a startle response occurred

generating strong EOG artefacts. Individual subject’s ERFs were

recalculated for a standardized grid of 148 virtual magnetometer

positions using a method previously proposed (Ilmoniemi, 1993)

as implemented in the ASA program (A.N.T. Software, Enschede/

Holland). From these standardized data, the grand average fields

(GAV) were derived. Also, these recalculated amplitude values

were used for the subsequent statistical analysis. Deriving the GAV

this way may temporally smear the resulting waveforms because

the latencies of the specific components may vary over all subjects.

However, we applied this procedure because it is consistent with

the long standing tradition of analyzing event-related potentials.

The amplitudes of the various components of the ERFs were

statistically analyzed using an analysis of variance (ANOVA) for

repeated measures with a varying number of factors depending on

the kind of analysis. Greenhouse–Geisser correction for inhomo-

geneity of variance was used whenever a factor had more than two

levels. Statistical significance was assumed if the likelihood p for a

chance effect was below 0.05. The amplitude values resulted from

an average over a 12 ms (3 samples) interval centered around the

latencies under consideration. They were referenced to the baseline

derived as the average over the 100-ms interval immediately

preceding the onset of the respective stimulus. Further details

regarding the factors included in the analyses are specified in the

Results section. Grand average ERF waveforms were used to

illustrate the overall ERF waveforms and topography in the

relevant time windows as well as to perform representative source

analyses for the group of subjects.

MEG source analysis was performed using the multimodal

neuroimaging software (Curry, Version 4.0, Neuroscan Inc., 1999).

First, a 3-D reconstruction of the head and cortical surface was

created (boundary element model, BEM (Hamalainen and Sarvas,

1989) using the segmented anatomical MRI scan. Second, this

model of the head and brain was used in conjunction with the

observed MEG fields to compute a model of the distribution of
Fig. 5. (a) Distribution of grand average MEG-waveforms (high pass filtered, see m

Only every second sensor is included in this figure. Blue: CS� condition Red:

amplitude (CS�) at 50 ms after onset of auditory stimulus. (c) Topographical dist

180 ms after onset of auditory stimulus. (d) Same as panel c but at 220 ms.
current dipoles over the cortical surface (henceforth called a

distributed source model) using the minimum norm least squares

method (Fuchs et al., 1999). The BEM surface grid served as a

predefined source compartment. Current densities were restricted

to the cortex surface (excluding the cerebellum). The fit was

optimized guided by two simultaneous criteria: first, to minimize

the reconstruction error of the forward calculated amplitudes and,

second, to minimize the cumulated squared source moments (L2-

norm). In order to counteract the tendency of this method to

overemphasizing superficial source locations, a regularization

procedure was applied that adds a weighted noise term to the total

error term used for optimization (see Neurosoft, CURRY user

guide, version 4.0, 1999, pp. 156–160 (Fuchs et al., 1999).

EOG processing

In order to estimate the potential influence of residual ocular

movements (startle response) on the MEG results separate auditory

click-related EOG waveforms were derived for each of the two

conditions (i.e., CS� and CS+unpaired) including all epochs not

exceeding the artifact threshold of T100 AV.

Suppression of contingent MEG activity

Similar to the well-known contingent negative variant (CNV;

Walter et al., 1964) which occurs in event-related potentials if a

warning stimulus is (Walter et al., 1964) followed by a imperative

stimulus, a continuous signal increase or decrease is observed in

some of the ERF waveforms after the face presentation. This

signal slope might even extend beyond the onset of the

subsequent auditory stimulus thereby leading to a distortion of

the ERF components elicited by this stimulus. Therefore, before

analyzing these components, the total ERF, starting 100 ms

before onset of face presentation was filtered with a phase

corrected high pass filter with cut off frequencies 1 Hz (end of

stop band) and 2 Hz (begin of pass band). In addition, we used a

separate baseline for the auditory components in order to suppress

potential residual contingent activity. Finally, we estimated the

topographic amplitude distribution of the condition-related

contingent activity by computing the amplitude differences

(CS+unpaired � CS�) before filtering for each sensor at 600 ms

after onset of the face presentation (i.e., at the onset of the
anuscript) over the head as observed after the onset of the auditory stimulus.

CS+unpaired condition. (b) Topographical distribution of the grand average

ribution of the grand average amplitude differences (CS+unpaired � CS�) at
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auditory stimulus) and plotted its topographic distribution. The

resulting topographic distribution did not mimic any of the

specific filtered difference components observed after presenta-

tion of the click, thus making unlikely any assumption of residual

contingent activity to be its origin.
Results

Behavioral measurements

In a separate study, we obtained reaction times for subjects

making push button responses to each acoustic stimulus to provide

an operant measure of conditioning. Response time data, tested for a

main effect of conditioning (CS+unpaired versus CS� stimuli across

the whole experiment), indicated significantly faster reaction times

to CS+unpaired (RTmean 488 ms) stimuli compared to CS� (RTmean

625 ms) stimuli (one-way ANOVA, F(1,10) = 21.7, P = 0.001).

MEG measurements

Face processing

The observed grand average (GA) MEG signals exhibited

multiple peaks which were most pronounced over occipito-parietal

and occipital regions (see Fig. 2a). A first component showing a

difference between CS+unpaired and CS� arises at 80 ms and extends

over a latency range up to 120 ms (according to the typical latency

range of the ordinary visual P1 component observed in electrically

evoked visual potentials). The differences were most pronounced

over centro-occipital sensors at latencies of 100 to 110 ms, with the

absolute amplitudes larger under the CS+unpaired condition. How-

ever, even at sensors exhibiting the largest difference, this effect

does not reach significance although there was a strong trend

towards significance (P > 0.06 with a two-way ANOVA with

Felectrode site_ (two levels) and Fcondition_ as factors).
The first statistically significant difference for the comparison of

CS+unpaired and CS� began at 130 ms and continued until 180 ms

after stimulus onset with a peak at 150 ms (see Fig. 2a). This effect

was most evident over right occipito-central sensors (see Fig. 2b)

where the amplitudes were decreased under the CS+unpaired condition.

Representative single subject data illustrating this effect are

shown in Fig. 3. By shifting a window of 12 ms width (=3

samples) over the waveforms, moving average amplitudes were

calculated individually for all sites in both conditions. A three-way

ANOVA with the factors Felectrode site_ (two levels) and Fpole_
(which means the positive or negative part of the dipole, i.e., two

levels) and Fcondition_ showed a significant condition by pole

interaction, over the latency range 134 to 158 ms, peaking at 146

ms (F(1,9) = 13,37/P = 0.005).

A current distribution source model was fitted to the grand

average (GA) difference waveforms at 150-ms latency. As shown

in Fig. 4, this analysis was consistent with a bilateral distribution of

sources in the occipito-inferior cortex, more pronounced on the

right side.

Processing of auditory stimulus

Early component, primary auditory cortex

After the acoustic click, a first component appeared in the GA

waveform after about 40 ms extending up to 60 ms with a peak at

50 ms, see Fig. 5a. The field, with a clear dipolar topography
component, was located almost symmetrically in both hemispheres

over mid temporal sensors, see Fig. 5b. This distribution is in line

with an assumption of the primary auditory cortex as its likely

origin. There was no condition-related statistically significant (two

sensors, two-way ANOVA, P > 0.2 for the condition main effect

and for the condition*site interaction) modulation of these two

components according to an ANOVA as outlined before.

Later components

A second component with peak latency at 130 ms with a

complex topography exhibited a condition-related difference (CS+

versus CS�) mainly over left centro-parietal sensors. However, at

the 4 sensors showing the largest differences, a two-way ANOVA

did not show a statistically validated modulation (P > 0.28 for the

condition main effect and for the condition*site interaction).

The first condition-related statistically significant differential

effect occurred at a topographically focused component peaking at

180 ms (Fig. 5a) at sensors on the left fronto-temporal area.

Correspondingly, the difference field (Fig. 5c) is located on the left

temporal side exhibiting a focused dipolar topography reflecting

the reduced absolute amplitudes under the CS+unpaired condition

(seen in Fig. 5a). Representative single subject data are provided in

Fig. 6. At the same latency, a less pronounced and less focused

non-dipolar difference field was evident in a right fronto-temporal

area. Statistically, a three-way ANOVA (as described before)

analyzing 12-ms average amplitudes selected from the center of the

difference on the left side indicated a non significant condition

main effect (due to the positive and negative poles of the dipole

canceling each other out in the analysis) and a significant

condition*pole interaction (F(1,9) = 20.01/P < 0.002).

An additional two-way ANOVA for the amplitudes obtained at

4 sensors at the center of the negative pole of the dipolar field

distribution resulted in a non significant condition main effect

(F(1,9) = 0.002/P > 0.9) but a significant condition*site interaction

(F(3,27) = 16.5/P = 0.001). A corresponding two-way ANOVA for

the right hemisphere’s difference amplitude showed a significant

condition main effect (F(1,9) = 6.24/P = 0.034) but no significant

condition*site interaction (F(3,27) = 0.09/P > 0.9). This can be

explained as due to the fact that the topographically broad

distribution of the right hemisphere difference field the relative

amplitudes between the sensor remain constant whereas the

absolute level changes with condition. Opposite to the condition

specific modulation on the left side, on the right side, the

differences reflected a topographical extension of a peak at 180-

ms latency towards anterior regions. Taking together the different

topographical field structure and modulation in the differences

across the two hemispheres are suggestive of different processes.

The differences on the right side presumably indicate the onset of

the later bilateral process described below.

In order to localize the underlying generators, we performed a

current distribution source analysis at 180-ms latency. As can be

seen from Fig. 7, this analysis implicated primarily fronto-temporal

regions extending to orbito-frontal structures. However, given the

large distance between the orbito-frontal cortex and the MEG

sensors and taking into account the poor sensitivity of the MEG for

deep sources, this source localization should be interpreted with

care—the signals are probably generated somewhere in the area,

but the exact location cannot be specified with certainty.

A topographically broadly distributed bilateral peak (see Fig.

5a at sensors marked by the dashed line) starts at about 180 ms

and continues to a latency of 270 ms. The absolute amplitude



Fig. 6. Topographical distribution of the amplitude differences (CS+unpaired � CS�) at 180 ms after onset of auditory stimulus for three representative single subjects. See Fig. 1 for the location of the sensors.
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Fig. 7. Distributed source model for the grand average difference amplitude distribution at 180 ms (as shown in Fig. 4c).
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of this component is increased under the CS+unpaired condition.

The corresponding difference field is distributed bilaterally (Fig.

5d) with the center located over frontal and anterior temporal

sensor sites. This difference reaches its maximum between 220

ms and 260 ms depending on the sensor site. A two-way

ANOVA performed for the amplitudes at 3 sites out of the

centers of the two poles yields a significant condition main

effect with F(1,9) = 7.16/P = 0.025 (condition*site interaction not

significant, F(2,18) = 3.9, P > 0.11) on the right side and as well

a significant main effect (F(1,9) = 13.557/P = 0.005) and a non-

significant condition*site interaction (F(2,18) = 0.39, P > 0.69)

on the left side. The source analysis of this component, see Fig. 8,

again suggests fronto temporal regions to be involved in the

underlying neural process.

EOG measurements

The vertical EOG (Fig. 9) showed an early component with

onset around 70 ms and extending up to about 300 ms. The

condition-related difference waveform (i.e., CS+unpaired � CS�)
was restricted to the latency range 70 to170 ms indicating that eye

movements that might have occurred did not differ between the

two conditions before 70 ms and beyond 170 ms. In the horizontal

EOG (Fig. 9), no activity at all was observed.
Discussion

In this study, we show distinct modulations in visual and

auditory-evoked MEG responses in the context of classical
Fig. 8. Distributed source model for the grand average differenc
conditioning. These modulations are expressed, with different time

courses, in sensory regions that correspond to the CS+ (visual) and

UCS (auditory) stimuli. Specifically, conditioning is associated

with an early modulation, peaking at 150 ms, of visual-evoked

responses to a conditioned face that precedes the typical face

response seen at 170 ms. Likewise, we observed modulations in

responses to a probe auditory stimulus in a time window that

incorporated an expected occurrence of an auditory UCS.

The early occipital modulations in response to the CS+ face

(relative to the CS�) indicates that emotional learning is

associated with experience-dependent changes in the temporal

processing of a conditioned stimulus. In animal models of

conditioning plastic changes within sensory cortex that processes

the CS have been demonstrated as a consequence of emotional

learning (Edeline and Weinberger, 1991; Edeline and Weinberger,

1993; Weinberger, 1993). Similar effects have been observed in

human functional neuroimaging studies for processing of an

auditory conditioned stimulus (Thiel et al., 2002). However, these

studies do not speak to sensory dynamics of CS processing with

conditioning. Thus, the time course of the modulations we

describe indicates effects beyond primary sensory regions in so

far as they are expressed at later time points than typical early

sensory visual-evoked responses that occur at approximately 60–

80 ms. Indeed, the time of maximal change in response to

conditioned stimuli accords with a putative location within

occipito-temporal cortex of the associated sources in extrastriate

regions seen in the current data.

An early modulation (M100) in face response has been reported

for neutral faces during a face categorization task which was

stronger when a face was correctly perceived as a face than as a
e amplitude distribution at 220 ms (as shown in Fig. 4d).



Fig. 9. EOG (grand average) averaged over all epochs which were included in the averaging of MEG activity related to the auditory clicks. The scale marked in

the lower right applies to all four subfigures. A latency of 0 ms corresponds to the onset of the auditory click.
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non-face(Liu et al., 2002). The modulations we report cannot be

equated with these early responses in that our findings represent

differential responses to face stimuli that emerge with conditioning

to one of the faces under identical task requirements. More

pertinent to the current data are previous studies that have

examined the influence of emotion on electrophysiological

responses to faces. The face-specific N170 component measured

with ERPs is unaffected by emotional expression (Eimer et al.,

2003). This lack of effect on the N170 contrasts with evidence that

fearful faces elicit a fronto-central positivity at about 120 ms post-

stimulus presentation, followed by a broadly distributed sustained

positivity beyond 250 ms post-stimulus (Eimer and Holmes, 2002).

Using MEG, an enhancement of an M150 response to faces

expressing happiness and disgust, relative to neutral expression,

has also been reported (Lewis et al., 2003). Indeed short-latency

differential responses in occipital regions, occurring at approxi-

mately 110 ms post-stimulus, have been reported to emotional

compared to neutral faces (Halgren et al., 2000).

There have been few studies that have examined conditioning-

related effects on electrophysiological responses measured with

EEG or MEG. An exception is a recent ERP study that reported

differences between CS + and CS� as early as approximately 120

ms post-stimulus with a putative source in ventral extrastriate

visual regions (Pizzagalli et al., 2003). Our MEG finding of an

early modulation in MEG responses that peaks at approximately

150 ms accords with these ERP findings. The differential nature of

the effects points to an emotional learning basis to the observed

extrastriate modulations. One suggestion is that these modulations

reflect re-entrant influences from amygdala that serve to enhance

perceptual fluency to sensory events of value (Dolan, 2002). The

time course of the differential responses, most marked at about 150

ms, is in keeping with evidence that human amygdala itself

responds to faces as early as 120 ms s (Halgren et al., 1994).

In auditory cortex we tested for modulation of auditory-evoked

responses by presenting a click at the expected time of receipt of the

auditory UCS. The issue here is whether expectation of an aversive

UCS leads to modulation in sensory processing occurring with the

same domain. Auditory cortex plasticity seen in previous animal and

human studies has been reported to occur within the CS+ modality

(Edeline et al., 1993;Weinberger, 1993;Morris et al., 1998b; Thiel et

al., 2002). An amygdala-dependent auditory cortex plasticity

expressed in the development of late (500–1500 ms) conditioned

tone responses in auditory cortex to an auditory CS+ has also been

reported (Quirk et al., 1997). Pizzagalli et al. reported modulation in

auditory cortex, peaking at approximately 412ms s, following a CS+

prior to delivery of an auditory UCS (Pizzagalli et al., 2003). The

modulation we observed is similar and would accord best with an
attentional modulation in this region based upon expectancy of

receipt of a UCS. The time of occurrence of these modulations (180

ms to 220 ms), and their topography, again indicates influences

beyond an early sensory modulation. Their relatively late onset and

their fronto-temporal distribution are more consistent with modu-

lations based upon engagement of higher cognitive processes such

as anticipation and expectancy. Modulation in neural response with

expectancy has been reported within prefrontal cortical regions

(Critchley et al., 2001).

Given the differential fronto-temporal activation following the

auditory click one could suspect that some mild eye movements

not rejected by the artifact criterion might contribute to or even

generate this component as these artefacts have a similar

topographical distribution. However, throughout the latency range

of this specific differential ERF component (starting at 180 ms), the

difference EOG stays at low amplitudes (see Fig. 9), thus

discounting–though not fully ruling out– this interpretation.

Do the findings of early modulation with in sensory

processing of a CS stimulus provide evidence for privileged

processing of emotional stimuli (Dolan, 2002)? The early

differential component is consistent with this proposal as it

shows that emotional learning has selective effects on the time

course of sensory processing of a CS+. We have previously

suggested an amygdala-driven emotional modulation of extras-

triate cortex is likely to provide that underlying mechanism for

the type of effect we observe in the present study (Morris et al.,

1998a). Our findings fit a model that processing of the emotional

value of a CS+ stimulus by the amygdala provides a context for a

modulatory signal to the relevant sensory cortex. This mechanis-

tic account is supported by evidence for emotional modulation of

the attentional blink for words an effect reversed by damage to

the amygdale (Anderson and Phelps, 2001).

In conclusion, we show that emotional learning, as expressed in

the context of classical conditioning, is associated with the

emergence of a differential time course in processing a visual

CS+ relative to a CS� stimulus. Within the modality of the UCS,

there is also modulation of sensory processing based upon

expectancy of its occurrence. The data indicate that acquired

emotional value is associated with differential time courses in

processing predictive sensory stimuli as well as modulations within

the sensory domain of the UCS itself.
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